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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we summarize the current state of the field of NLP & Law with a specific focus on recent technical and substantive

developments. To support our analysis, we construct and analyze a corpus of more than six hundred NLP & Law related papers

published over the past decade. Our analysis highlights several major trends. Namely, we document an increasing number of

papers written, tasks undertaken, and languages covered over the course of the past decade. We observe an increase in the

sophistication of the methods which researchers deployed in this applied context. Slowly but surely, Legal NLP is beginning to

match the methodological sophistication of general NLP. We believe this to be a positive trend for the future of the field, but

many questions in both the academic and commercial sphere still remain open.

Introduction

Language is the ‘coin of the realm’ in the legal domain. Not only do legal institutions and actors produce, consume, and

interpret massive volumes of text,1 but virtually every legal process involves either the production or consumption of documents.

Careful drafting of documents and the analysis and interpretation of language are among the core activities undertaken by

judges, regulators, legislators, and lawyers. Participants in the world’s legal systems “continuously author legal texts such as

statutes, regulations, judicial decisions, contracts, patents, briefs, memos, and other related materials.”2 Taken together, legal

systems output large volumes of documents and these documents are often complex. Indeed, the “language of law" has proven

to be so challenging that many laypersons describe legal documents and arguments using terms such as ‘legalese’, ‘legal jargon’

or ‘legal gobbledygook.’

The complexity of the law3,4,5 is not just a scientific phenomenon; it has real consequences for many individuals and

organizations.6,7 In part due to this complexity, legal systems have struggled to assist with “the quantity, quality, and accessibil-

ity of legal services demanded by society.”8 Yet, despite this underlying and obvious need for improvement in the delivery of

justice,9,10,11,12 there have been many barriers which have prevented the emergence of scalable solutions to meet various legal

needs. These barriers include the culture of law (including lawyers, judges, and legal educators)13,14 as well as the regulation

of the profession.15,16,17 Yet, the primary technical challenge limiting transformative technological solutions within the legal

sphere is the complex nature of legal language itself.

Simply put, the task of training machines to “understand” legal language has proven to be non-trivial. Notwithstanding

the challenge, there has understandably been great interest in exploring the possibility of machines as a force multiplier for

helping process complex legal texts. Indeed, both scholars and commercial enterprises have explored the applicability of

Natural Language Processing (NLP) technologies for use within the field of law (Legal NLP). In the academic realm, empirical

legal studies increasingly rely on a variety of methods from computer science to help support analysis.18,19,20 In the commercial

sphere, there also have been attempts to embed Legal NLP modules into a number of applications in legal practice,21,22,23

from research tools and litigation outcome prediction to drafting support and compliance risk assessment. Overall, despite

some laudable attempts, the performance of many commercial applications has at times been undermined by the inability to

consistently process legal language in a high-fidelity manner.

Meanwhile in the more general technical literature, the past decade has witnessed major gains in the quality and perfor-



mance of language models. Building upon foundational advances in neural network research,24,25 the broader field of NLP has

been reshaped over the past decade. While early neural NLP papers were built upon word embeddings,26,27,28 the latest wave

of LLMs has been built upon the transformer architecture.29 Among other things, the transformer architecture allows for the

clever manipulation of the attention mechanism so that pretraining tasks can be scaled through more effective parallelization.30

Notwithstanding some critiques,31 successive waves of transformer-based large language models (LLMs) have delivered some

truly remarkable results.32,33,34,35,36

Despite sometimes being characterized as general models, it is still an open question as to how much uptake or utility

such core developments in NLP might offer when directed at complex domain-specific problems. While general models have

shown real progress on legal tasks in the zero shot context,1,8,37,38,39,40 there are still strong reasons41,42,43 to believe that

some combination of domain-specific pre-training, prompt engineering, prompt composition, hyper-parameter optimization,

and other model tuning efforts will yield improved results in many substantive use cases. In other words, general NLP models

will likely not eclipse the performance of an otherwise equally sized large language model which has been well trained on the

legal domain. That said, general models with enormous scale may very well outperform lower scale domain models.

In this paper, we systematically summarize the development of Legal NLP over the past decade. Leveraging a corpus

of more than six hundred Legal NLP academic papers written over the past decade, we document an increasing number of

papers written, tasks undertaken and languages covered across the literature. We observe an increase in the sophistication

of the methods which researchers deployed in this applied context. Slowly but surely, Legal NLP is beginning to match the

methodological sophistication of general NLP. We believe this to be a positive trend for the future of the field, but many

questions in both the academic and commercial sphere still remain open.

Building a Corpus of Legal NLP Papers

Fueled by the wide scale expansion of digitized legal texts, the prospect for deploying cutting-edge NLP techniques within

the legal domain has become increasingly possible. To support those efforts, while also providing a roadmap to various

interdisciplinary scholars, we thought it to be useful to summarize emergent trends in the field. Although there have been efforts

to characterize some developments in the field, including analysis of Legal NLP alone18,44 as well as discussions situated

in the broader context of legal informatics,45,46 we believe a more holistic treatment of the current state of Legal NLP is justified.

Taking the past decade as our window of analysis, we constructed a corpus of (nearly) all published Legal NLP papers.

To build the corpus, we began by reviewing the proceedings of both general NLP conferences (e.g. ACL, NAACL, EMNLP,

EACL, etc.) as well as several speciality Legal NLP gatherings (NLLP, MLLD, Jurix, ICAIL, etc.). This initial screen yielded a

large number of results. Next, we performed iterative queries on both major search engines and publication databases. Finally,

we undertook a form of ‘snowball sampling’ by manually traversing the citation graph of key publications to scour for additional

NLP & Law papers not otherwise returned using the approach above. Absent extraordinary circumstances, we restricted our

corpus to include only peer-reviewed scientific journals, technical conference proceedings or otherwise technically oriented

pre-prints (e.g. SSRN, arXiv). In other words, we generally excluded essays, commentaries, social critiques or otherwise

non-technical and/or non-scientific publications.

Law as an intellectual domain is somewhat amorphous and thus some qualitative judgement is required to adjudicate its

boundary. So in conducting the data collection task, some care was required to determine whether a given paper should be

included. For example, there are papers which seek to apply NLP to analyze documents such as financial instruments. Although

from the world of finance, in a real sense, these documents are legal documents. In general, we restricted these sort of efforts

due to their limited nexus to the field of law. Our guiding principle was to include any technically inclined paper whose target

audience or target user was an individual working in the field of law.

Notwithstanding the aforementioned caveats, we believe we have acquired nearly every paper published over the past decade.

Figure 1 provides a time series representation of the volume of papers published over the past decade. We observe a significant

increase in the total yearly volume of publications with only a slight diminution in 2020 (which is perhaps attributable to

disruptive impacts of the early period of the COVID-19 pandemic).

The Engineering Perspective on Legal NLP Tasks

Law regulates all sectors of society. As such, the topic space covered therein is quite vast. Relevant topics include constitutional

law, environmental law, intellectual property, labor law, corporate law, immigration law, criminal law, tax law, family law, and
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Figure 1. Number of Legal NLP Papers over Time

maritime law. Within each of these substantive areas, there are many specific tasks which lawyers must undertake. As reflected

in various legal task schemas (e.g. UTBMS, SALI), legal workstreams can be decomposed into their constituent subtasks.47,48

For example, within a given legal matter, a legal professional might review documents, draft documents, conduct research, give

arguments in court, negotiate with counter parties, etc. This diversity in tasks is reflected across our collection of more than six

hundred papers, where scholars generally seek to apply Legal NLP techniques to augment, assist, or replace the lawyers as the

sole available resource to complete a given task.

Task Examples / Description

1 Machine Summarization Abstractive/Extractive Summaries of Legal Documents

2 Pre-Processing Annotation, Anonymization, Translation

3 Classification Outcome Prediction, Legal Area Classification, Topic Modeling

4 Information Retrieval Legal Question Answering, Document Similarity, Document Retrieval

5 Information Extraction Labeling, Text Extraction, Event Extraction

6 Text Generation Automated Drafting of Legal Documents

7 Resources Taxonomies, Ontologies, Datasets, Code Libraries

Table 1. A Taxonomy of Engineering Tasks in Legal NLP

In addition to the more lawyer-centric perspective of legal work, the space of NLP & Law tasks can be considered through the

lens of engineering. Relevant engineering tasks could include machine summarization, translation, classification, retrieval, etc.

Of course, these perspectives will often intersect. Consider a paper which explores automated extraction of keywords from a

patent claim in order to support the search for prior art (i.e. other relevant patents).49 This paper can be characterized as a patent

paper from a substantive law perspective and as an information retrieval type from an engineering perspective. Recognizing

this dualism attaches to the vast majority of papers in our corpus, we will—for the purposes of our analysis—privilege the

engineering perspective on Legal NLP tasks. While certainly not the only way one could subdivide the space, Table 1 offers an

engineering-centric taxonomy of Legal NLP tasks.

Leveraging our taxonomy, we qualitatively reviewed each of the papers in our corpus and determined the relevant engi-

neering category for the work contained therein. While most papers fit squarely within one particular category, there were some

papers which combined two or more engineering tasks. Figure 2 reflects the temporal distribution of papers by engineering task.

Subdividing the activity by categories yields interesting results: The general trend—upwards and to the right—is carried
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Figure 2. Legal NLP Tasks over Time

through most but not all categories. However, both Summarization and Classification show a change of pace around 2018 or

2019. Information Retrevial, on the other hand, shows fairly stable interest over time. Both Resources and Pre-Processing

papers increase over time with the general stable increase of papers.

Some applications, such as Machine Summarization and Text Generation, have seen little activity compared to the more popular

fields of Classification and Information Extraction. Given the current interest in text generation through popular exposure to

applications such as ChatGPT, we expect a marked increase in the volume of Text Generation papers in the decade to come.

The Evolution of Methods in Legal NLP

The ability to work with and process language has long been an interest for scientific researchers. Indeed, arguably the most

famous benchmark in the history of Artificial Intelligence, the Turing Test, involves a conversational interaction between a

human and a computational agent.50 The quest to fulfill the promises and goals of the field has taken scholars in many different

directions. As such, NLP has experienced several waves of methodological innovation.

Early work in NLP can be traced to various rules-based systems which were either proposed or implemented.51,52,53 The

advent of Moore’s Law54 and the vast decline in the cost of data storage,55 taken together with increasingly clever algorithmic

methods, saw the field of NLP transformed from its rules based AI origins into a data-driven field. This statistical turn, which

began in the 1990’s, has more recently given way to the ‘neural era’ within the general field of NLP.56

Legal AI and Legal NLP is a long-standing field with papers tracing back many decades.57 Over time the field has seen

significant methodological innovation. Consider a recent review of the Legal AI papers (authored by several leading scholars in

the field) which discusses the increasing use of sophisticated methods. “[L]arge convolutional networks trained on graphics

processors achieved breakthrough performance in computer vision [whereby] neural models quickly became the dominant

technology . . . This development eventually reached the AI and Law community and led to a surge in the use of such models

for the analysis of legal text from around 2017 onwards.”57 Although our own qualitative review of our corpus supports this

perspective, we thought it might be useful to empirically analyze this proposition.

Working with the full text of the more than six hundred papers in our Legal NLP corpus, we selected a set of key words which

we believed could be tracked in order to understand the nature of methods contained within each paper. If the “neural agenda"

were indeed ascendant, we would expect to observe an increase in relevant phrases over the most recent years. Having collected
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Figure 3. Distribution of Phrases by Paper

a full text copy of nearly every paper within our corpus,1 we pre-processed each manuscript and extracted the plaintext from

each document. While many more sophisticated approaches could be selected, we sought to simply track the emergence of key

phrases which were indicative of ‘neural turn’ in Legal NLP.

Figure 3 offers the distribution of key phrases by paper count. While phrases such as ‘neural’ are quite common across

the corpus, we recognize this alone could be unrelated to the proposition we seek to evaluate. For example, this could be the

byproduct of references to much earlier periods when alternative forms of neural networks were popular.58 Therefore, we

included many other key phrases which are associated with the modern neural NLP methods (e.g. embedding, word2vec,

Lstm, Bert, etc.). Figure 4 provides a normalized time series of these phrases on a yearly basis. While many of these phrases

unsurprisingly peak in 2022, we do observe that some first wave embedding based approaches (e.g. word2vec, doc2vec, etc.)

appear to have peaked during the 2018-2021 window.

The Diversity of Languages

Deciding on the language of the data is a foundational decision at the core of each paper. The English language is historically

well-positioned in this regard, as it is the de facto lingua franca of both computing and international (business) law. For this

reason, we expected English to dominate the distribution of languages in our papers, with other world languages such as

Chinese, French, and Spanish to be the nearest contenders.

This hypothesis was mostly proven correct in our evaluation: The most popular language is—by far—English (56%). The

next most important language is Chinese. Other commonly occurring languages include Japanese, French and German. In the

case of Japanese and German, this may be partially explained by data availability: For Japanese, there are widely-used corpora

of the Japanese National Pension Act and other statutes that are used in a number of papers surveyed, which might have an

influence on the NLP community there. For the German language, there is ample data available, both at the national level2 as

1As of the release of this pre-print, we have collected full text copies of over 99.5% of the papers.
2e.g., through offerings such as “Gesetze im Internet” or “Rechtsprechung im Internet” and similar offerings in Austria and the German-speaking Swiss

cantons.
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Figure 4. Relative Rate of Term Usage over Time. Normalization is per-term relative to the maximum annual rate of

mentioning papers.

Figure 5. Temporal Distribution of the Most Popular Legal NLP Languages as a Function of Time
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well as at the supranational level through the European Union.

Figure 5 offers a stack plot of the time series of papers by language. Observing the distribution of the five most com-

mon languages over time per year, the proportion of English-language papers remains roughly constant, while papers analyzing

Chinese-language corpora increase substantially. Additionally, Figure 5 reveals that the overall diversity of languages has

increased, with the sum of less common languages increasing substantially over time (cf. the “other” band in Figure 5). As a

word of limitation, it is important to note that we only surveyed papers that were written in the English language. Therefore,

given that there is likely significant scholarship published only in languages such as Chinese, German, French, Spanish, etc. the

results offered in Figure 5 should be considered as lower bound estimates for linguistic diversity.

Legal NLP Citation Analysis

As highlighted herein, the field of Legal NLP is growing in many interesting ways. To help round out our analysis and

understand which papers are commonly referenced by scholars, we collected basic citation data. Citations can provide a useful

perspective to help identify key papers within the field. While citations are a noisy measure of ‘quality,’ they do reflect a

crowd-sourced measure of prominence within the scienfitic community.

Leveraging Google Scholar as a source for citation information, we automated the collection of citation data while qualitatively

reviewing the outputs of this automation for quality control purposes. Citations counts reflect the current status as of early

January 2023. Across all of the papers, citation counts widely varied but something akin the classic bibliometric skew59 towards

the top papers is present within the field of Legal NLP.

In reviewing the raw citations patterns, it was clear that the age of a publication was a contributing factor to citation count.

This is, of course, not surprising as the longer a paper exists the more opportunities a paper has to be cited. To help correct for

this issue, we normalized citation counts. Although more sophisticated normalization methods are certainly possible,60 we

conducted linear normalization of the citations counts for each paper in our corpus. All citation data will be made available in

our online repository.

Table 2 offers a normalized list of the most cited papers in field authored in the past decade. Even a cursory review, re-

flects the wide variety of substantive topics and jurisdictions. Collectively, these papers represent a good initial starting point

for those interested in learning more about the emerging field of Legal NLP.

An Interactive Living Survey

A survey spanning a decade of global research is an enormous task, even in an emerging field such as Legal NLP. The

sheer amount of information creates a significant risk of overburdening the community, resulting in scientific findings being

overlooked or getting lost. Even at the beginning of the period under review, the growth rate of publications in our field (see

infra 1) made it difficult to identify all relevant publications. As the number of new publications over time grew and methodical

and linguistic diversity increased, the task has become constantly more challenging. Similar developments in science in

general61 have inspired a series of innovative attempts to solve the problem of scientific knowledge discovery and education36

by using of large language models to support both research62 and writing of scientific publications63 albeit with limited success

and apparent upper bounds despite large numbers of parameters at present.64 Given current technical limitations and employing

an established design mechanism in machine learning,65, 66 we suggest a hybrid, human-in-the-loop approach to information

management, combining state-of-the-art natural language processing tools to find and curate publications for review with subject

matter expert human control. This idea of a living survey has been successfully implemented in other domains of machine learn-

ing research such as deep neural networks67 and natural language processing research such as explainable artificial intelligence.68

While we are confident that our extensive review of the existing literature has yielded a comprehensive collection of pa-

pers, the fast publication pace in the field as well as the linguistic diversity of legal research makes it probable that we may have

missed relevant, individual contributions. For this survey to be a as helpful for the community as possible we have therefore

built web infrastructure3 to accept additional contributions from the public and continuously update our results accordingly.

Researchers can provide a link to or upload their contribution, fill in a small number of fields with meta-data so that the task of

maintaining the collection can be distributed across the community building on successful models of operation from the open

source movement.

3Available at URL: %%%
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Rank Title Authors Year

1 Predicting judicial decisions of the European Court of Human Rights: a

Natural Language Processing perspective

Aletras, Tsarapatsanis, Preoţiuc-Pietro, Lampos 2016

2 LEGAL-BERT: The Muppets straight out of Law School Chalkidis, Fergadiotis Malakasiotis, Aletras, An-

droutsopoulos

2020

3 Using machine learning to predict decisions of the European Court of

Human Rights

Medvedeva, Vols, Wieling 2020

4 How Does NLP Benefit Legal System: A Summary of Legal Artificial

Intelligence

Zhong, Xiao Tu, Zhang, Liu, Sun 2020

5 Legal Judgment Prediction via Topological Learning Zhong, Haoxi, Guo, Tu, Xiao, Liu, Su 2019

6 LexGLUE: A Benchmark Dataset for Legal Language Understanding in

English

Chalkidis, Jana, Hartung, Bommarito, Androut-

sopoulos, Katz, Aletras

2022

7 Neural Legal Judgment Prediction in English Chalkidis, Androutsopoulos, Aletras 2019

8 Learning to Predict Charges for Criminal Cases with Legal Basis Luo, Feng, Xu, Zhang, Zhao 2017

9 Few-Shot Charge Prediction with Discriminative Legal Attributes Hu Li Tu, Liu, Sun 2018

10 Natural language processing to identify the creation and impact of new

technologies in patent text: Code, data, and new measure

Arts, Hou, Gomez 2021

11 TechNet: Technology semantic network based on patent data Sarica, Luo, Wood 2020

12 Text summarization from legal documents: a survey Kanapala, Pal, Pamula 2019

13 Patent claim generation by fine-tuning OpenAI GPT-2 Lee, Hsiang 2020

14 CLAUDETTE: an automated detector of potentially unfair clauses in

online terms of service

Lippi, Palka, Contissa, Lagioia, Micklitz, Sartor,

Torroni

2019

15 A comparative study of automated legal text classification using random

forests and deep learning

Chen, Wu, Chen, Lu, Ding 2022

16 Exploring the Use of Text Classification in the Legal Domain Sulea, Zampieri, Malmasi, Vela, Dinu, van Gen-

abith

2017

17 When Does Pretraining Help? Assessing Self-Supervised Learning for

Law and the CaseHOLD Dataset of 53,000+ Legal Holdings

Zheng, Guha, Anderson, Henderson, Ho 2021

18 Deep learning in law: early adaptation and legal word embeddings

trained on large corpora

Chalkidis, Kampas 2018

19 Legal Judgment Prediction via Multi-Perspective Bi-Feedback Network Yang, Jia, Zhou, Luo 2019

20 Distinguish Confusing Law Articles for Legal Judgment Prediction Xu, Wang, Chen, Pan, Wang, Zhao 2020

21 CUAD: An Expert-Annotated NLP Dataset for Legal Contract Review Hendrycks, Burns, Chen, Ball 2021

22 BERT-PLI: Modeling Paragraph-Level Interactions for Legal Case Re-

trieval

Shao, Mao, Liu, Ma, Satoh, Zhang, Ma 2020

23 Lawformer: A pre-trained language model for chinese legal long docu-

ments

Xiao, Hu, Liu, Tu, Sun 2021

24 EC-QA: a legal-domain question answering dataset Zhong, Xiao, Tu, Zhang, Liu, Sun 2020

25 Extracting Contract Elements Chalkidis, Androutsopoulos, Michos 2017

26 Automated requirements identification from construction contract docu-

ments using natural language processing

Hassan, Le 2020

27 Fine-Grained Named Entity Recognition in Legal Documents Leitner, Rehm, Moreno-Schneider 2019

28 Iteratively Questioning and Answering for Interpretable Legal Judgment

Prediction

Zhong, Wang, Tu, Zhang, Liu, Sun 2020

29 Legal Area Classification: A Comparative Study of Text Classifiers on

Singapore Supreme Court Judgments

Soh, Lim, Chai 2019

30 VICTOR: a dataset for Brazilian legal documents classification Araujo, de Campos, Braz, DaSilva 2020

Table 2. Most Cited Papers in Legal NLP Published Since 2013 (Normalized)
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This digital infrastructure provides us with an opportunity to not only create a living but also an interactive survey. Since

publications in the field of computational legal studies and natural legal language processing should be more than mere papers

and ideally contain both code and data for reproduction,69 we have a provided an easy-to-navigate graphical interface to explore

the collections of papers contained in this review. Users can search publications and filter the collection according to their

needs and based on the taxonomy laid out in Table 1. In addition, they can select individual and sets of publications to display

temporal dynamics in methods, topics and languages.

Conclusion and Future Perspectives

As highlighted above, the field of Legal NLP is growing in volume, diversity of languages and sophistication of methods.

As a result, research is conducted on an increasing variety of tasks as scientists push the limits of technical feasibility and

demonstrate successful resolutions of increasingly difficult real-world challenges.8 Over our period of observation an ever

growing amount of legal data and computational resources has become publicly available, certainly contributing to major

advances in the field. However, the effects of domain-specific training and fine-tuning compared to the continuous increase in

scale of general models requires extensive further research.

Large language models have recently fully entered the public’s perception resulting in viable commercial interest from

players historically not interested in Legal NLP research such as publishing houses, law firms and courts. They often possess

vast collections of data and might be increasingly willing to share them with researchers. This, in turn is likely to lead

to an uptick in research using real-world, commercial or administrative datasets. While commercial players will drive the

interest in Legal NLP research their very own challenge will lie in the connection of the resulting, ever increasing techni-

cal capabilities into products. Among the broader world of legal technology, it is therefore language-centric technologies

which are likely to play an ever increasing role. Public players will likely focus on deployment in the context of digital jus-

tice leveraging models of the neural era to reduce case backlogs, improve access and develop the ability to deliver justice at scale.

Our analysis has revealed that legal text generation has played a rather limited role over the last decade. With genera-

tive models capturing much of the attention recently, Legal NLP research will likely reflect this interest. As we demonstrated the

usefulness of NLP methods for literature surveys themselves, one potential avenue for further research is the role of generative

models for science itself and the division of labor between human researchers and large language models in our very own domain.

Concerning the engineering part of our survey future work consists of two tasks: updating the living survey with sate-

of-the-art publications and building and releasing new interactive features for exploration. While we hope that the community

can assist in the former we plan to focus on the latter, starting with a functionality to extract and visualize the reference graph

of our collection and corresponding network metrics.

All of the above developments finally point to a growing awareness and better understanding of computational legal studies

among traditional legal as well as other empirically minded scholars. This might well result in an increased intra-disciplinary

collaboaration and a greater openness toward quantitative methods thereby fostering the relevance of Legal NLP in the academic

community.

Data Availability

All data collected in this survey will be made available upon paper publication.
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